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The Outcome of the conversation
with client influences the context
and the focus of the conversation.

MODELS
Doctor
Counsellor
Spiritual Director
Coach
Pastor
Mentor

DOCTOR

Client

Focus

The client is a patient who is
ill or needing medical help

The body

COUNSELLOR

Client

The client is a person coming for
help to a counsellor

Focus

The issue: depression, marriage,
parenting etc.

The Focus is on presenting problems such as difficulties in marriage,
domestic violence etc…then strategic problem solving.

COUNSELLING:
COUNSELLING deals with issues that are negatively affecting the quality of life of an
individual. These issues may relate to personal growth and struggle which may manifest
in depression, shame, fear, low self-value, stress, burnout, addictions, anxiety or loneliness.
With relational issues, the client may be experiencing emotional / mental pain, rejection,
abuse, loss, conflict or marital issues. Spiritual issues such as a faith crisis, fear, doubt,
confusion, warfare may be affecting the client’s relationship with God and their ministry.
The goal of counselling is to offer support, encouragement, challenge to assist and
promote growth and healing and freedom in Christ. This transpires in a trusting,
confidential relationship between a client and a trained professional.

http://www.wodistrict.org/credential-health/

PASTOR

Client

The client is a person coming to see
the pastor

Focus

Shepherding the congregant

LIFE COACH

Client

Focus

The client is a person to a coach

Becoming the best the client
can be.

A life coach helps people create and make positive, desired
life changes in a short period of time.
The outcome of coaching is discovering who they really are
and what they really want in life and how to go about
achieving it in the most authentic and personal way.

COACHING
COACHING deals with people at any stage in their journey who want to move toward
“higher function” and achieve excellence while creating an extraordinary life. Coaching
goes beyond problem solving. Coaching co-creates a life for the client that is purposeful
and focused. This is achieved through holding the client accountable to their own stated
hopes and goal actions. Coaching is frequently more directive than therapy, does not
focus on the client’s “feelings” so much as it addresses client’s desires and preferred
behaviours (life actions). Coaching pragmatically assists people to have more of what
they want and less of what they don’t want. If you are “stuck” and not able to move
forward towards a life goal you should connect with a coach.

http://www.wodistrict.org/credential-health/

MENTOR/ DISCIPLESHIP

Client

The client is a person coming to a
mentor

Focus

growth, knowledge, performance

A mentor is an experienced and trusted advisor.
The outcome of mentoring is growth, knowledge and
performance in an area of expertise.

In a discipleship program the discipler should be an
experienced and knowledgable person helping guide a
less experienced/knowledgable person in becoming
an imitator of Christ.

SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR

Client

Focus

The client is the directee

God—what is God saying,
doing, directing

The Client’s goal is a deeper relationship with God, putting on
the LORD Jesus and becoming more attentive to the Holy Spirit
in one’s experience

To journey together with one
another into an ever deeper
intimacy and presence of the
Father and the Son, through
the power of the indwelling
Holy Spirit.

PHILOSOPHY OF BESIDE PEACEFUL STREAMS
Spirituality is best described in terms of a journey or a pilgrimage—this is the essence of Beside Peaceful
Streams/ Spiritual direction ministry. Journeying together—walking together in pilgrimage towards:
▪ Christlikeness
▪ Purpose and destiny
▪ Walking in community and fellowship with other believers
▪ The Finish line to hear the Father say: “Well done, good and faithful servant.”

The Bible teaches us that life is a journey. On that journey we are either moving closer and closer to God, or
farther away from God. We are either moving closer into community or away into isolation. Beside Peaceful
Streams is a spiritual direction ministry that promotes spiritual growth and spiritual formation that corresponds
to the directees’ position on his or her journey . This life journey is one of transformation where the image of
Christ within the believer becomes more and more evident. Spiritual direction provides a safe, confidential,
listening, non-judgmental and warm atmosphere for prayer, discussion, and soul care. Spiritual direction
provides an atmosphere of attentiveness to what the Spirit is saying now. Spirit direction is not a predesigned
package of experiments and/or procedures—but a relationship between the director, the directee, and the
Triune God. Beside Peaceful Streams is a spiritual direction ministry that seeks to promote two places:
▪ The Place of Rest: Psalms 23:1-2 “ A psalm of David. The LORD is my shepherd, I shall not be in want.
He makes me lie down in green pastures, he leads me beside quiet waters,”
▪ The Place of Ease: Matthew 11:28-29 “Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give
you rest. Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will
find rest for your souls.”
St Augustine once wrote: “No one can walk without a guide.”

GOALS OF BESIDE PEACEFUL STREAMS
1. Providing prayer retreats for established groups, church staff, or groups of individuals—who desire to deepen their prayer life
experience.
⁃ Prayer techniques or various prayer methods are taught and practiced
⁃ Time is given for meditation, prayer, and rest
⁃ Various themes can be used if requested
2. Provide one on one soul care for individuals and/or groups seeking spiritual direction in their lives
⁃ The primary goal in this ministry is relational—walking together—seeing, hearing, and responding to the Lord’s voice
⁃ Spiritual direction will help individuals see where God is already at work—what God is already saying
⁃ A place that provides an atmosphere for spiritual formation and growth into Christ-likeness and union with God (this is a
process that is both gradual and life-long)…⁃
2 Peter 1: 4* by which have been given to us exceedingly great and precious promises, that through these you may be partakers
of the divine nature, having escaped the corruption that is in the world through lust.
⁃ A place of confidential prayer and confession as needed
⁃ A place of discernment for direction and hearing the voice of God
⁃ A place of individualization: Spiritual direction is not a ‘one size fits all’
⁃ A place of the new and the old: Matthew 13:52 He said to them, “Therefore every teacher of the law who has been
instructed about the kingdom of heaven is like the owner of a house who brings out of his storeroom new treasures as well
as old.”
⁃ Spiritual direction can be, but is not necessarily, crisis driven
⁃ The Goal of Spiritual direction is to practice the presence of God—with the goal ‘pray without ceasing’.
⁃ Spiritual direction encourages, promotes, and assumes corporate expression of spirituality
⁃ There is a direct connection between
a. strong, mature, and the deep level of intimacy with God…and
b. corporate church life, ministry, relationships and associations
⁃ Spiritual direction promotes holistic spirituality: “May your whole spirit, soul and body be kept blameless at the coming of our
Lord Jesus Christ. (1Thess 5:23). Spirituality is not something you do—it is something you are.
3. To Provide and assist the directee (if/as needed)
⁃ In his/her God image
⁃ Understanding scripture
⁃ Tenants of the Biblical faith
⁃ Journal writing
⁃ Prayer life

GOALS OF BESIDE PEACEFUL STREAMS PART 2
4. Provide a safe and confidential environment for church leaders, elders, and pastors
⁃
⁃

Pastoral burn out, mental and emotional exhaustion are real issues that need to be considered
Peter provides a place for church leaders to pray, discuss, unburden, and unpack the situations and concerns that
are distinctive to church leadership and pastors

TOOLS PHILOSOPHY OF BESIDE PEACEFUL STREAMS

1. Various spiritual assessment tools
might be used.
2. Various prayer techniques could be
developed in the life of a directee or
group.
3. Various traditional means of
spirituality from some early church
fathers may be considered.
4. Various means of grace could be
used: Service, Sermon, Sacrament,
Scripture.
5. Involvement in and commitment
to, a local fellowship of believers.

DEFINITIONS
“Christian spiritual direction may be defined as the help or guidance that one person (directee) seeks and another
(director) gives over a period of time in the process of growing in a loving relationship with God. This process
unfolds under the continual impulse, inspiration, and action of the Holy Spirit. Spiritual direction therefore, involves
three persons: the directee, the director, and the Holy Spirit.”
Gene Barrette: Spiritual Direction in the Roman Catholic Tradition—Excerpt from Spiritual Direction and the Care of
Souls Gary W Moon, David G. Benner Illinis: IVP Academic, 2004 p. 54

“Spiritual direction is rarely—if ever—an emergency ministry.
Gary Temple: Spiritual Direction in the Episcopal Tradition—Excerpt from Spiritual Direction and the Care of Souls
Gary W Moon, David G. Benner Illinis: IVP Academic, 2004 p. 93
Spiritual direction is an interpersonal relationship in which we learn how to grow, live, and love in the spiritual life.
Richard Foster

In the first century St. Paul observed, “Though you have countless guides in Christ, you do not have many
fathers” (1Cor. 4:15). It is easier to find guides, someone to tell you what to do, than someone to be with you in a
discerning, prayerful companionship as you work it out yourself. This is what spiritual direction is.
Eugene Peterson
Spiritual direction, is a historic gift of the church—used to help people develop intimacy, growth, and maturity in their
walk with Christ. A spiritual director is a fellow- journeyer who walks along side of another in prayer, listening,
edifying and guiding.

What’s the difference?
(Tara Owens)

Pastoral
Counseling

Mentoring

Agenda

Process

Role of
Helper

Goal of
Learner

Set by Counselee

problem solving
crisis
management
healing of past
wounds

facilitator

healthy

coach

improvement
“like the
external “

Chosen by mentor
and menthe and
influenced by an
external such as
workplace or
educational
institution

development

Discipling

Set by discipler

instruction

transmitter

Spiritual
Direction

Revealed by the
Holy Spirit

noticing
paying attention
praying

pray-er
listener

learning
incorporation
“like the
teacher”

Imago Dei
“Like God”
“Like Christ”

OLIVER MCMAHAN: SPIRITUAL DIRECTION IN THE PENTECOSTAL/CHARISMATIC TRADITION

What’s the difference between spiritual direction, pastoral counseling, and
psychological counseling?
GOAL

PROCESS

TECHNIQUES

AREA OF
FOCUS

Spiritual Direction
To assist a person to discover
God acting in his or her life
and to facilitate that person’s
creative, loving response to
God; presupposes a certain
degree of healthy
psychological functioning and
a fidelity to daily personal
prayer.
In the context of a one-to-one
helping relationship, director
and directee together attend to
and discern the primary
relationship and call of God in
the directee’s life and his or
her response to the mystery of
grace.
Interaction between counselor
and client, utilizing selfdisclosure, support, questions,
clarifications, and reflection
on patterns of prayer and on
the creative, redeeming, and
sanctifying action of God.

Pastoral Counseling
In a faith context, to
facilitate a person’s
growth to greater personal
integration and freedom
of choice through selfknowledge and awareness
of God’s healing grace.

Psychological Counseling
To facilitate a person’s growth to
greater personal integration and
freedom of choice through selfknowledge.

The therapeutic
relationship between
counselor and client
discerning together the
personal meaning of
experience in light of
faith.

The therapeutic relationship
between counselor and client.

Interaction between
Interaction between counselor
counselor and client,
and client utilizing selfutilizing self-disclosure,
disclosure, observations,
support, observation,
support, clarifications,
clarification,
interpretations, etc.
interpretation, reflection
on God’s love and
forgiveness.
Directee’s relationship with
Client’s life experience
Client’s life experience (past and
God as experienced and
(past and present), events, present) events, thoughts,
developed through prayer, life thoughts, relationships,
relationships, feelings, especially
experience, and relationships.
feelings, especially areas
areas of pain; family of origin.
of pain, family of origin;
all these seen as revealing
God’s call to the client.
Taken from The Institute for Living, Winnetka, IL

www.besidepeacefulstreams.com
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Individual and Group Spiritual Direction
Cell: 519-494-5014
email: pwcusick@me.com

